#1 On both parts: baste / pre-tack elastic ear loops into place on the face (exterior) of the fabric.

#2 Sew the two parts together, face to face. Back-tack beginning and end of stitching. 

For more information on mask making, including videos, instructions for use and warnings, https://www.tombihn.com/blogs/main/maskhowto

- Print at 100%
- Cut two parts per mask
- Elastic cut 7-1/2" / 190mm long
- Optional nose bridge is 1/2" tape cut 3" long / 12mm tape cut 75mm loing

#3 - Fold the mask along its lower edge, inverting the two halves. In two separate seams, sew the sides and part way across the top edge, leaving the top center open. Careful to only catch the ends of the elastic in the stitching.

#4 Right side out the mask and top-stitch along the upper edge to close it up. Add optional nose bridge if you want (see video). You’re done!